Agricultural market in Poland changed significantly after Poland’s accession to the European Union. New entities emerged in the value chain of agricultural production, profitability of all links of the chain grew and the model of servicing agricultural producers underwent a major change. Entities such as Gmina Cooperatives “Samopomoc Chłopska” or Spółdzielnie Kółek Rolniczych (Farmers’ Cooperative Associations) that were vital for distribution of means for agricultural production until 1989 – today are almost insignificant. Their role was taken over by private companies that very often started their activity on the grounds of property of bankrupt rural cooperatives.

Changes on the market of means for agricultural production in Poland proceeded differently to those in other countries of the Central and Eastern Europe. The main reason for this was different structure of farms – the key customers of the market, their legal, economic and social status. In the Czech Republic, Slovakia or Bulgaria there was much fewer very small private agricultural entrepreneurs. Whereas the distribution channels in Western Europe were formed by several decades of free market economy.

The model of distribution in Poland continues to evolve adjusting its offer to the dynamics of changes of their customers. Participants of agricultural market seek new possibilities to create and capture value, i.e. the highest margins in the chain of companies participating in manufacturing and supplying products to the final customer. The strongest ones try vertical and horizontal integration as well as different forms of partnership to shorten the distribution channels and take over as much value added as possible in the entire chain.
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Introduction

The functioning of the agricultural market in post-transition Poland has changed significantly. New entities emerged in the value chain of agricultural production, profitability increased at all links of that chain, and the model of services for agricultural producers radically changed. Agri-food exports increased very dynamically from EUR 5.2 billion in 2004 to EUR 23.6 billion in 2015. The positive trade balance in this area has exceeded EUR 7.7 billion (Agencja Rynku Rolnego, 2016).

Entities that used to be important for the distribution of means of agricultural production until 1989, such as “Samopomoc Chłopska” Communal Cooperatives or Farmers’ Cooperative Association, are much less important nowadays. The changes were aggregated by the Act on changes to organisation and activities of cooperatives, which ordered all union centres to be disbanded (Act, 1990). Independent rural cooperatives were left on their own and had to face the emerging competition. Their role was taken over by private businesses, which often started their operations using the assets of the declining rural cooperatives.

A breakthrough moment for the dynamic development of companies offering means of production for agriculture was Poland’s accession to the European Union and implementation of agricultural support programmes. Farmers benefited the most from the integration, but they also borne much higher costs of the transition and encountered incomparably more severe problems when confronted with free market mechanisms. This also was the case of distribution businesses that supplied farmers with means of production, and thus took part in changes to agriculture, in a way indirectly benefiting from the EU funds. Distributors in particular change the profile of their activities by extending their offer as a response to growing demand from end customers whose purchasing power increased (Michalski, 2003). The supplier of means of agricultural production become an important element of the Polish agricultural market organisation. Its new role was, on the one hand, determined by search for producers (e.g. of fertilizers, plant protection agents or agricultural machines and equipment), new distribution formula for their product and, on the other, demands from agricultural entrepreneurs who expected more complete, professional forms of cooperation with suppliers.

The breakthrough moment for businesses supplying means of production for agriculture was Poland’s accession to the European Union. Polish rural areas and agriculture received 1/3 of the transfers from the EU budget. In 2004-2013, Poland received from that budget, under various Common Agricultural Policy instruments, 1

1 At present, the “Samopomoc Chłopska” National Union of Cooperatives consists of about 964 cooperatives, while the National Union of Farmers’ Cooperative Association comprises about 700 cooperatives.

2 For the sake of orderliness in definitions, distribution, distribution channels, logistics are used in the sense proposed by Michalski (2003). In the objective and structural sense, logistics refers to an integrated structure of commodity flow and the related information flow. From the microeconomic perspective, distribution is a process of sales and supplies of products from a specific firm to the end customers. Distribution channel is a group of mutually interrelated firms, institutions and agencies that direct the product flow from producers to customers and facilitate it. The terms distributor and supplier of means of agricultural production and agricultural supply distributor are used interchangeably.
EUR 29.4 billion (Nurzyńska and Poczta (ed.), 2014). The income situation of rural residents improved greatly. The money was allocated e.g. to the development of processing industry, organisation of agricultural producer groups, environmental protection initiatives, improvement of infrastructure in communes, stimulation of local population’s activity.

The Polish market of agricultural supplies was regarded as relatively poorly developed compared to markets in other European countries, such as Germany, France, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, or Belgium (Cioch and Kłosowska, 2009). It was characterised by a small number of players whose strategy was based primarily on price competition. This situation, however, started to change rapidly after Poland’s accession to the European Union. The number of players started to dwindle, distributors started to take the role of wholesalers and retailers.

The aim of this paper is to analyse the changes to distribution channels of agricultural means of production that have occurred since the change of Poland’s government system, their function and importance for the development of the agricultural market. The author presents distribution in the context of its place and role in the value chain and discusses new phenomena aimed at building competitive advantage of entities in the distribution market.

The analysis of the distribution market in agriculture was prepared based on analysis of data from 2015 reports by TNS Polska and Ibris and the author’s observations as the vice-president of the Board at Grupa Azoty Puławy supervising the area in question. As of yet, there are no available studies on the issue, which is surprising because the agricultural market has significantly changed over recent years.

**Distribution as an element of the value chain**

Global leaders see distribution as the key factor of market success. They arrange their value chain links and integrate distribution particularly strongly (Dawson, 2014). These processes accelerate at times of economic crisis. This point can be best illustrated by actions taken by such fertiliser producers as Agrium and Yara. In the course of their search for new opportunities, these companies focused on lengthening and broadening the value chain (Porter, 2006). They particularly developed the logistics capability of their product and distribution in order to be closer to the end customer. To this end, Agrium took over assets of distribution companies in the 2000s, thus ensuring:

- access to storage space for solid and liquid fertilisers (over 300,000 tonnes) in various European ports;
- access to about 3,750 railway tank cars and road vehicles, some of which are designed specially to transport fertiliser products;
- warehouses near centres of high demand, which allows delivery time and cost reduction in the periods of high demand.

3 It has to be admitted, however, that differences between urban and rural areas that are unfavourable to the latter still exist. The available income per capita in rural areas was at about 80% of the national average for years.

4 The method is described in the literature as value chain analysis, value chain or value chain model; it is a concept of an internal analysis of an organisation developed by Porter in the late 1970s.
Moreover, as a response to customer requirements, Agrium decided e.g. to provide agricultural advice services (Agrium, 2010).

Regardless of the ongoing horizontal integration, Yara also took measures in the field of vertical integration covering logistics and distribution optimisation. The aim was to make distribution channels as short as possible. It established a joint venture together in Denmark with DLG and AgroDK under the name Ferti Supply, which took over all the logistical functions. Its task is to optimise purchases and logistics, including storing products as near to the end customer as possible.

![Value chain diagram](image)

*Fig. 1. Value chain.*
*Source: The creation of Ferti Supply (2006).*

The value chain represents the manner of Ferti Supply’s value building in three segments: production, wholesale, and retail, up to the moment it reaches the farmer. By strengthening relationships with wholesalers and distributors, the agricultural market leaders offer a wide range of value-added services for their customers. Distribution channels used in Europe differ between individual countries in their length and width. Longer and wider distribution channels are present in the Central and Eastern European countries, being in a way a legacy of the previous socioeconomic system. It should be admitted, however, that the distance is decreasing. In countries where free market economy has long traditions, distributors of means of agricultural production offer a broad range of products and services, including storage, transport, agricultural equipment rental or lease, and even risk management through price hedging instruments (Berger, 2015).

In their attempts at tightening the value chain through provision of more comprehensive services for their customers, they also offer advisory services, which in some cases, have become one of the more important sources of income.

When analysing the current trends in distribution present in individual Western European countries, it seems that they have developed the most in Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands. The distributor takes the role of wholesaler and retailer, thus shortening the distribution channel. As a result of takeovers, the number of entities in the channel drops. Distributors put emphasis on the improvement in efficiency through value chain optimisation. They start to be difficult partners to work with for producers because they demand short delivery times, often exclusivity in their area of operation.
As a response, the producers of means of agricultural production have started to seek opportunities for development through:

- horizontal integration (increasing their production market share, and thus improving their standing in negotiations),
- vertical integration (by developing own distribution channels),
- various forms of partnership with distributors.

Of course, the choice of strategy largely depends on the bargaining power of the producer\(^5\).

**Change to the balance of forces on the Polish agricultural market**

The change to the workings of the market tends towards solutions used in developed markets in other European countries. Its participants are looking for ideas aimed at creating and capturing value, i.e. capturing the highest margins in the chains of businesses that take part in the production and delivery of the product to the end customer (Koźmiński, 2004). As stated by Koźmiński, the highest value is taken over by the strongest company in the chain. The trick is then to find an answer to the question: how to be the strongest link in the chain?

The first group interested in finding this answer consists of agricultural supply distributors. In 2004-2014, i.e. in the first decade of the Polish EU membership, the strongest of them increased their revenue several times. The leaders’ revenues vastly exceed PLN 1 billion. It is worth noticing that Polish companies supplying means of agricultural production seek the opportunity to lengthen the value chain by trying to take over smaller producers of fertilisers or plant protection agents. This can be illustrated by the attempts at acquiring Gdańskie Zakłady Nawozów Fosforowych or Organika Sarzyna from the Ciech group.

The most important players in distribution on the agricultural market are private businesses. The five largest ones include: Chemirol, Osadkowski, Ampol-Merol, Agrolok, and Agrosimex. It should be observed that all the major distribution companies were established after the change of the Polish socio-economic system using the disused assets of the contemporary agricultural cooperatives or State Agricultural Farms. To a large extent, they owe the increase in their revenue to expansion of their offer for agricultural entrepreneurs. This offer is more and more often supported by proposals of courses, e.g. in the field of agronomy, and regular customers are offered the opportunity of bartering the supplied produce. All major players take advantage of work done by agricultural advisers in cooperation with farmers, thus strengthening relations with their customers. This diversity of services encourages farmers who expect comprehensive services from a single supplier.

---

\(^{5}\) Boston Consulting Group, e.g., divided chemical production companies into three groups according to market conditions: low-cost players, regional leader, and global players. Each of the categories adopts a different strategy to build distribution channels in order to reach the end customer.
In recent years, distribution companies greatly increased the value of their equity share. Though, the growth rate is not as high as in Western Europe, its oscillation around 10-20% per annum indicates that the value of the distributors’ assets is increasing. As a result, wealthy regional players emerge from the group, and their geographic reach is increasing.

Delivery of goods to a major agricultural customer is now a standard. What is becoming a source of competitive advantage is advice offered by the distribution company as a value added to the supplied goods. The aforementioned Chemirol company, established in 1990, currently employs 700 people. As many as 130 of them work to ensure good relations between the company and farmers. Another distribution company, Osadkowski, also established in 1990, has 374 employees, including 50 agricultural sales representatives. They are trained not only with regards to agricultural novelties but also in the field of customer service techniques. Yet another distribution company, Amper Merol, also focused on close cooperation with farmers. 65 out of 280 employees are agricultural sales representatives. But then, Hurtownia Rolnik supports activity of nearly 50 representatives through work of additional advisers according to the scheme below.
In this scheme, the role of adviser is performed by an agricultural specialist, while salespersons are agricultural sales specialists who contact agricultural entrepreneurs directly.

To summarise this train of thought, the expanding range of value-added services offered by distributors can be aggregated into certain blocs portraying the areas of interest:

- Distribution of goods from domestic and foreign producers for both animal and plant production using trade tools for keeping and acquiring customers (e.g. promotional goods, competitive prices, customer loyalty programmes, convenient forms of credit).
- Logistics – distribution companies often have several logistics bases at their disposal, which ensures quick delivery of means of production and transport of produce throughout the country. Some of them communicate with their customers online. Online platforms also provide them with an opportunity to promote their own products.
- Financial services – credits, loans, leasing, farm insurance, and assistance in obtaining funds from the EU aid programmes.
- Cooperation with the local community – local corporate social responsibility projects aimed at solving a village’s problems with access to education, health care, cultural goods and supporting local institutions.
- Advisory services adjusted to the changing agricultural market based on competent agricultural advisers. Some distribution companies also issue professional journals that contain recommendations concerning plant cultivation and information on innovative production methods (Igras (ed.), 2014).

The second group interested in reinforcing their position in the chain of companies that participate in the production and delivery of goods to an agricultural producer, includes producers of means of agricultural production. Some of them started building their own distribution channels following the pattern set by large international corporations. This analysis will use the example of fertiliser producers, whose products account for about 30% of the value of the distribution market.
The most active entity in this field is Grupa Azoty Puławy, and recently also the entire Grupa Azoty6 (Strategia Grupy Azoty, 2016). This group has large bargaining power due to the nearly 75% share of the Polish mineral fertiliser production market. The company at its disposal quays in Gdynia, Gdańsk and Police, bases for fertilisers in various locations around Poland, and it is also involved in providing additional training for agricultural sales representatives of the distributors7. Its strategy strongly emphasises building stable, efficient ties with their end customers by developing logistics and distribution systems for the group’s products. The group puts increasing stress on the direct communication with agricultural entrepreneurs by supplying its products through the network of cooperating distributors. Thus, it builds the value of its relational capital (Dobiegała-Korona and Doligalski, 2010)8. The currently implemented distribution channel for products of Grupa Azoty is represented in the following Figure.

Fig. 3. Grupa Azoty Integration – distributor – farmer.
Source: based on materials from Grupa Azoty Puławy.

Push and pull strategies in the fertiliser distribution chain aim at active promotion of the product and its delivery through all the distribution chain links and pulling, i.e. ensuring direct impact of Grupa Azoty on end customers (farmers) to persuade them to buy the product.

---

6 Grupa Azoty includes such entities as Grupa Azoty Puławy, Police, Tarnów and Kędzierzyn and Gdańsk-based Fosfory and Siarkopol.

7 Grupa Azoty Puławy and the Warsaw University of Life Sciences jointly organise postgraduate programmes for their regional representatives and employees – distributors working with farmers. The curriculum of the programme entitled “Trade in fertilisers and plant protection agents” was prepared in cooperation with the producer. Apart from the diploma, the graduates receive two certificates authorising them to trade in, prepare and apply plant protection agents intended for professional use.

8 Relational capital, understood as the value of maintaining long-term, mutually beneficial relations with customers for the company. This capital is listed as a component of a company’s intellectual capital.
### Table 2

Perception of fertiliser producer brands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Puławy</th>
<th>Police</th>
<th>Kędzierzyn</th>
<th>Tarnów</th>
<th>Anwil</th>
<th>Yara</th>
<th>Fosfory</th>
<th>Luvena</th>
<th>Siarkopol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offers high product quality</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilisers from this producer are easily available</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilisers have attractive price</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I hear about this producer more often than about others</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended by farmers and well-know</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products are trustworthy</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative/modern brand</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products are safe for crops</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports farmers in farm operation</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The evaluation is based on a 1–10 scale, where 1 means that a statement does not fit the brand, and 10 that it suits the brand completely.


The strategy for reaching out to the end customer through close cooperation with distributors has been effective so far, which is confirmed by surveys (TNS Polska, 2015). Noticeably, in the search for added value, Grupa Azoty in particular makes effort to build relations with end customers, or in other words, tries to manage the value of its customers. This group also has two distribution companies in its portfolio.

The third interested group consists of larger agricultural entrepreneurs or the so-called purchasing group, whose basic goal is to increase their bargaining power in the purchase of means of agricultural production. These groups more and more
willingly undertake negotiations with producers of those goods and skip distributors in order to shorten the distribution channel. Thus, they follow solutions used in global corporations, which also undertake distribution activities by addressing their offer to smaller scale farmers. In this way, they intend to optimise their supply costs of means of agricultural production. Some of them have their own agricultural experts and also provide agricultural advice services. Therefore, the game is about dividing the added value of the big cake, which is the agricultural market.

In Poland, the regional diversity of the distribution market is growing. The phenomena discussed above are the most intense in the northern and western part of the country. This results from the fact that the agricultural businesses are larger and stronger economically. Eastern voivodships, on the other hand, are dominated by provision of goods and services to relatively small-scale farms operated by private farmers. As of now, the largest area agricultural holdings over 100 ha are located in four voivodships: Dolnośląskie, Warmińsko-Mazurskie, Wielkopolskie and Zachodniopomorskie (GUS, 2017). These are also voivodships where agriculture is mineral fertiliser use is high, and cereal yield is good.

**Delivering added value to customers as a source of competitive advantage building**

Distributors seek opportunities to deliver added value increasing their relational capital. Advisory services have become one of them. It has become an element of the distributor’s business model aimed at supporting customer services. Some distributors are developing these services in a very broad scope and do not include only informational or educational functions, but also innovation and implementation (Brodnicki and Chyłek, 1999). Private distributors willingly take advantage of new forms of training, such as workshop, coaching or demonstrations. The last option has become a standard during the “Dni Pola” event organised by the companies in question. Persons speaking as experts at those events are company representatives and academic teachers. It should be stressed that the level of these professional services, which benefit from the newest scientific and practical achievements not only Polish but also international, is continuously increasing. The competitive pressure forces such companies to continuously educate their experts and improve their qualifications. Distributors have knowledge e.g. of the products bought by their customers and the frequency of such purchases. This allows the companies to manage their portfolios.

The most cited objection to advisory services offered by the distributors is lack of objectivity – “the purpose is to sell one’s products”. It should be noted, however, that a customer using advisory services is not helpless. As shown by surveys, a vast major-

---

9 Some of them established separate companies providing such services, e.g. the Osadkowski company established the Agrainvest consulting firm.

10 For example, the lecture delivered by an academic staff member of the Poznań University of Life Sciences during “Meetings in demonstration fields of oilseed rape” organised by the Teamagro company in June 2013 in the Zamość region was attended by nearly 700 farmers. In the following years, advisory services gained even more popularity.
ity of them checks various offers in the press, in catalogues or on the Internet prior to making a decision on purchase (TNS Polska, 2015; Ibris, 2015). Secondly, due to such strong competition, suppliers of means of agricultural production make effort to develop good long-term relations with their customers, so they are not interested in one-off transactions that are beneficial only to them. Thirdly, suppliers are more and more often forced by their customers to deliver products that the latter trust. This process is supported by direct communication between agricultural supply producers and agricultural entrepreneurs. Fourthly, the advisory services in the sector are sensitive to all kinds of innovative solutions, particularly those related to modern customer communication tools. Fifthly, in the area related to agricultural advice, distributors are subjected to the pressure on the result while building their relational capital. None of the partners is satisfied with a single successful transaction (Pokojski, 2014).

Distributors are also involved in organising financing for activities undertaken by their customers – agricultural entrepreneurs. Over the years, two dominant forms of credit have developed in agriculture:

- supplier credit – trade credit – in the form of sales on deferred payment terms – used for the purchase of plant protection agents, fertilisers, or seed material;
- loan from credit institutions – i.e. banks or leasing companies offering bank credit, loans or leasing – used for the purchase of agricultural equipment or land.

Observation of the leading suppliers of means of agricultural production on the Polish market leads to the conclusion that trade credit has become the most attractive form of crediting. Distributors managed to reduce red tape involved in the process of approving payment on deferred terms without resignation from assessment of the customer’s creditworthiness or securing of payment. They have developed their own trade credit rules as an integral part of their trade offer. There might be an impression that financial institutions are much slower in implementing such changes in their approach to agricultural credit.

At the point where agricultural entrepreneurs and large agri-food sector entities meet, a new financial offer of production connections in agriculture is developing. This solution consists in provision of working capital or investment financing on preferential terms set out in a framework agreement between a bank and a large agri-food sector entity, in most cases a distributor. This entity, often referred to as the connection leader, directly cooperates with the financed agricultural producers. From the connection leader’s perspective, the advantage of this solution is the construction of good relations with cooperating agricultural entities and increased transparency of transaction settlements due to support offered by the bank, while for agricultural producers, this means lower cost of financing. Furthermore, the connection leader may, as part of the cooperation with the bank, offer a customer a discount on offered products, and even participate in the cost of financing. Due to the cooperation with the connection leader, the bank may more easily carry out joint marketing activities and reach potential customers with its offer. The connection leader has the knowledge of the customers that in principle is not available to the banks.

A Polish farmer most often acquires knowledge necessary to operate the farm from “opinion leaders” (46%), Internet (40%), and then TV programmes on agricul-
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...ture (37%) and agricultural press (29%). Agricultural Advice Centres were indicated by 7% of the respondents. Noticeably, the survey shows that 10% of the respondents pointed to demonstrations and events and 8% to training sessions organised by producers or suppliers of means of agricultural production as a source of knowledge. Here, regional diversity is also great. In Kujawsko-Pomorskie Voivodship, 77% of farms acquire agricultural knowledge from the press, while in Świętokrzyskie, Małopolskie and Podkarpackie this pertains only to 6% (TNS Polska, 2015). The survey results show major changes to communication channels used by farmers for acquiring knowledge of farming operations. Suppliers of means of agricultural production also had to adjust to the situation.

There is another evident fact on the Polish agricultural market – as many as 77% of farms has access to the Internet, and 37% use it to look for knowledge on business operations or business decision making (Ibris, 2015, p. 5). Internet as a method of information exchange is a new communication channel between the sellers and the customers. Both producers and distributors quickly responded to the opportunities it provides, so they try to use it to build relations with their customers. For instance, Grupa Azoty has deployed an e-commerce solution, a tool whose purpose is not only to facilitate transactions, but also to convey knowledge on the properties of offered fertilisers, inform the customer on delivery status or pending complaint procedures.

Conclusions

The distribution model in Poland is still evolving adjusting its offer to the dynamics of change in its customers. Participants of the agricultural market seeking new opportunities for creating and capturing value, i.e. capturing the highest margins in the chain of businesses that take part in the production and delivery of the product to the end customer. The trick is then to find the answer to the question: how to be the strongest link in the chain?

Distribution companies in Poland very quickly professionalise their customer handling skills. The companies are more and more organisationally efficient and economically strong, they also use modern ICT tools. A period of particular growth was the time of Poland’s accession to the European Union. Today, distribution companies more and more willingly offer advisory services and services related to organising financing for their customers’ activities as a value added to the offer of delivered products.

The distribution of means of agricultural production is highly competitive in Poland. We can observe both vertical and horizontal integration and also cooperation between distributors and producers aimed at improving efficiency and effectiveness of measures aimed at reaching the customer. The dynamics of further development will to a large extent depend on the customer service quality in the agricultural market, the capacity to find new sources of financing, the capability to transfer knowledge and innovation from academic and research institutions to deployment in an agricultural business. In most general terms, the distribution will develop at the same rate that it will be able to support value building of agricultural enterprises.
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RYNEK ROLNY – DYSTRYBUCJA W NOWEJ ROLI

Abstrakt


Zmiany w dystrybucji środków do produkcji rolnej w Polsce przebiegały inaczej niż w innych krajach Europy Środkowo-Wschodniej. Podstawowym powodem była inna struktura gospodarstw rolnych – głównych klientów tego rynku, ich status prawny, ekonomiczny i społeczny. W Czechach, na Słowacji czy w Bułgarii nie było tak wielu, tak małych prywatnych przedsiębiorców rolnych. Z kolei kanały dystrybucji w krajach Europy Zachodniej zostały ukształtowane przez dziesiątki lat gospodarki wolnorynkowej.

Model dystrybucji w Polsce wciąż ewoluuje, dostosowując swoją ofertę do dynamiki zmian swoich klientów. Uczestnicy rynku rolnego poszukują nowych możliwości tworzenia i przechwytywania wartości, czyli przechwytywania najwyższych marż w łańcuchu firm, które uczestniczą w wytworzeniu i dostarczeniu produktu klientowi finalnemu. Najsilniejsi próbują integracji pionowej i poziomej, jak również różnych formuł partnerstwa w celu skrócenia kanału dystrybucji i przejęcia jak największej wartości dodanej w całym łańcuchu.

Słowa kluczowe: rynek rolny, kanał dystrybucji, dystrybutor, doradztwo rolne.
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